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Cambo Fotografische Industrie is proud to present new products on this exhibition,
representing over 72 years craftmanship from the Cambo factory in The Netherlands.

WRS-7250 - Wide Anniversary Edition
The Cambo WRS-7250 set is introduced to celebrate the 50th anniversary
of the Wide Family, a kit with many special extras and including Rodenstock’s
best optics.
The WRS-7250 is based on the WRS-1600 with its unique feature to rotate
the full camera/lens/back assembly in the tripod mount between landscape and
protrait mode within seconds, without removing any part and still keeping the
optical center in the same position.
Cambo WRS lenspanls are also available with Rodenstock’s E250-shutter system, while
the latest PhaseOne backs allow for shutterless optics for which Cambo also has options.
More product information can be found on our website under this link:
www.cambo.com/en/wide-rs-series/wrs-7250/

Expanding ACTUS - Series
Cambo’s ACTUS series is a continuously expanding platform for view camera
techniques using the newest and most modern capturing platforms. From the
latest mirrorless cameras -such as the Nikon-Z- to the most advanced digital
backs -such as the PhaseOne IQ4, the Cambo Actus will offer additional
movements to get even better results from this equipment.
The new Actus-G is a true cross-platform solution
with easy interchangeable mounts for all possible
solutions.
Cambo has introduced a number of extra accessories for the Actus system,
ranging from new mounts (Leica SL, Nikon-Z, Canon-Eos-R) and new lens
possibilities (Actar-35, Actar-105 Macro) to an integrated base-tilt option,
which offers additional tilt as well as extra indirect vertical shift.
More product information can be found on our website under this link:
www.cambo.com/en/view-cam/actus-g/

These new Cambo products are
created from 72 years of innovative
experience with in-house design and
manufacturing of leading products in
high-end photography.
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